
Resilient Response Texas Forum Recap – June 27, 2019



Session Purpose
Provide a forum to share disaster relief 
and recovery best practices and 
identify ways to implement a more 
resilient response to natural disasters.

Session Product
Tools and knowledge for companies 
and response partners to integrate into 
their disaster recovery work. 



Attendees
• Michelle Meyer, Hazard Reduction and Recovery 

Center
• Ryan Moeller, Texas General Land Office
• Damian Morales, OneStar Foundation
• Ryan O'Leary, DollarDay
• Corinn Price, Insperity
• Carlee Purdum, Texas A&M University
• Sally Ray, Center for Disaster Philanthropy
• Cacique Rich-Martinez, Good360
• Shari Rudolph, Good360
• Ashley Saulcy, All Hands and Hearts
• JordanSchmidt, Cigna
• Robert Sepeda, Greater Houston Community 

Foundation
• Howard Sherman, Good360
• Mark Smith, SBP Inc 
• Tom Smucker, Mennonite Disaster Service
• Kris Taylor, Ecolab
• Nancy Tootle, National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
• Billie Vitasovic, Citgo
• Steven Washington, Texas A&M
• Joshua Winata, OneStar Foundation
• Ethan Yake, All Hands and Hearts

• Neeraj Aggarwal, Rebuild Texas Fund
• Jim Alvey, Good360
• G'Nai Blakemore, Mattress Firm
• Roderick Brown, UPS
• Chris Bugbee, OneStar Foundation
• David Campbell, All Hands and Hearts
• Kathy Clark, The Salvation Army/Texas VOAD
• Hanne Dalmut, Concordia
• Maura Donlan, Milken Institute Center for Strategic 

Philanthropy
• Tammy Dudek, Mattress Firm
• Caroline Egan, Fort Bend County Homeland Security and 

Emergency Management
• Larry Elizondo, CITGO Petroleum Corporation
• Yunice Emir, The Coca-Cola Company
• Tiffany Everett, Good360
• Kaitlin FitzGerald, Good360
• Chris Hensman, Rebuild Texas Fund
• Joe Hillis, Information Technology Disaster Resource 

Center (ITDRC)
• Maeve Lahey, American Red Cross
• Justin Land, Dow
• Shannon McNary, CITGO Petroleum



Session Agenda 
• Introduction to Resilient Response 
• Current Successes and 

Challenges
• Disaster Recovery in Texas Panel 

Discussion
• Overcoming Barriers
• Committing to Resilient Response 
• Developing Disaster Plans



Introduction to Resilient Response 
David Campbell

• “We come early and stay late.”
• “The media and donation cycle 

spike and decline early, but the 
need cycle continues long 
after.”
• “The problem is poverty. Disasters 

are inconvenient for the rich and 
middle class, but they are 
devastating for the poor.”



Current State Successes
• Collaboration
• Building networks and teams
• Better engagement across sectors
• Blue skies preparation

• Trusted partnerships developed in advance 
• Volunteer Engagement
• Adaptability to meet community’s needs, 

e.g. community benevolence program 



Current State Barriers
• Communication and IT
• Finding and sustaining funding 

and volunteers
• Understanding ecosystem and 

managing expectations
• Disaster location
• Data to evaluate and mobilize



Barrier: Communications and IT
• Experience tells us that communication is multi-pronged and all-

encompassing
• Not having cell towers, internet connection, etc.

• Companies don’t build their infrastructure in a week, and it’s not 
coming back in a week

• How do we identify and communicate unmet needs in the 
community? Often, it’s through preexisting relationships

• How do you prepare for communication and IT difficulties?
• We expect that businesses have continuity plans, but the truth is 

that some don’t or Plans A, B and C fail
• We need to build relationships and identify resources during 

good times, not during disaster recovery
• Let’s start the discussion now about resources so there isn’t 

competition for them during disaster recovery



Barrier: Finding and Sustaining 
Funding and Volunteers

• Cultural and behavioral change within the organization (whether for-profit or nonprofit); this 
won’t happen overnight

• This has to work top-down; there has to be C-suite buy-in
• Preparedness is an investment, and company leaders have to be aware of that; they have 

to commit to the plan and the money it’s going to cost
• Need small levels of involvement across the organization to get full buy-in and sustainability 

of the plan
• 3 key elements: Planning, training, finding smaller ways to have involvement
• Balancing “striking while the iron is hot” while conveying the continued need upfront
• You’re not as effective in the moment if you haven’t planned for this and done preparation 

exercises
• How do you practice: 

• Focus on one tangible topic for the group
• Make sure you maintain momentum when it’s there
• Practice information sharing now



Barrier: Understanding Ecosystem and 
Managing Expectations

• We need to understand how donors, volunteers, etc. interact together
• Finding Peer Champions that can activate for you at a local level
• Resourcing and empowering

• Need to empower your disaster response official
• Signal to donors the establishment of a joint venture or stacked fund

• Helps eliminate competitiveness
• Can be distributed on a scaled timeline

• Messaging and media
• Ensure the media understands the arc of need in order to convey it 

• Identifying the in-between phase



Barrier: Disaster Location
• Educating partners
• Identify flexible funding 

opportunities
• Build capacity in low-attention 

communities
• Draw on local connections with 

corporate partners (including 
where their employees live)

• Identify where unmet needs are 
going to be ahead of time



Barrier: Data to Evaluate and Mobilize
• We should have a playbook of 

the top 7 – 10 natural disasters; 
define economic impact, 
recovery process, business 
impact, community impact, etc. 
• We need this data in a 

centralized place
• There is a lack of willingness to 

aggregate the data



Panel: Disaster Recovery in Texas

ASHLEY SAULCY
Partnership Manager

CACIQUE RICH-MARTINEZ
Regional Manager
Disaster Recovery

DAMIAN MORALES
Manager, Disaster Services



Corporate Resilient Response Pledge
Pledge point examples for:

Proactive
• Before every hurricane season, do a comms check with employees (get cell 

numbers, emergency contact information, etc.)
• Relationships in advance (ex: get products ready for donations at the start of a 

storm season)
Needs-based

• Companies use nonprofits to ensure goods are going where they need; establish 
trust partnerships early on

• Did a kitting event for first aid/healthcare kits several weeks after Hurricane Harvey 
to help remind conference members that the needs are still there (kit materials 
were based on what local partners said they still need) 

Immediate and Long-Term
• Long-term investment in one community (rebuilding 300 homes over 3 years after 

Harvey); investing in a food truck as a mobile pantry building bikes and delivered 
to schools in neighborhoods



Corporate Resilient Response Pledge
Pledge point examples for:

Resilience Focused
• Long-term vs. short-term metrics: What’s missing is the data to show the value; need to understand “what is 

success” to a CEO

• Enter with the exit in mind; don’t want to become the end-all/be-all for a community; make it adoptable by the 
community itself

• Employee assistance fund with Insperity; allow programs to be flexible but still have guardrails

• Nancy’s company utilized an employee assistance fund (which was partially funded by employees); they 
reached out to company retirees to allow them to donate to their former coworkers too

Transparent

• External communication that matches intranet communication to employees

Educational
• Lunch and learns to help employees create their own individual emergency plan for their family; maybe adopt 

into a computer-based program

• Two safety conferences (one before summer, one before hurricane season) for employees new to the area so 
they know how to prepare/what to expect in Houston 

• Take what we learn (articles, blog posts, etc.) and share it



Nonprofit/Government Pledge Input
Proactive

Discussed changing “respond” to one of these three words:
• Mobilize
• Contribute
• Coordinate
Discussed challenges with identifying stakeholders pre-disaster:
• This is not always possible; it’s harder the larger your organization’s geographic area

Proposed changing to “pre-mobilization” but shared reasons this would not work, including:
• It could still be 2 a.m. before you show up the next day
• This is the only pledge point that touches on the possibility it should happen during blue 

skies
Proposed including language that covers pre-disaster/blue skies (ideal) or pre-mobilization 

(to cover before you go, at a minimum)



Nonprofit/Government Pledge Input

Needs-Based
• Discussed changing to “outcome-based” or “data-based,” not just needs-

based
• Proposed adding “without discrimination” (racial, socio-economically, etc.)
• Does there need to be something about not accepting the wrong donation 

type? Think about it in terms of “protecting the community.”
• Change list to match the list in the Transparent pledge points, i.e., financial 

contributions, in-kind-donations and volunteer time



Nonprofit/Government Pledge Input
Immediate and Long-Term

Discussed what this means for organizations that only do short-term relief.
• They still need to be mindful of the organizations that come after 

them and have to fill gaps left after the initial groups leave
Shared FEMA language to potentially mirror: short-term, intermediate-term, 
and/or long-term

• Considered replacing “survivor” with “and community-centric” or 
maybe “local approach”

• “Survivor” misses the people who aren’t necessarily victims/survivors; 
like in Sandy Hook, the community was suffering as a whole, not only 
the “survivors” actually at the school



Nonprofit/Government Pledge Input

Resilience-focused
• No changes discussed

Transparent
• No changes discussed

Educational
• See needs-based notes
• Education in terms of “protecting 

the community” from unsolicited 
donations



Sample Session Key Takeaways
• Importance of building a plan during blue sky times
• Need for data pooling and communication
• Coordination is critical
• “I learned I need to keep learning”
• Reaffirmed that we need to do this more often
• Imagine what we could do if we made a commitment to 2 or 3 events
• Establish bridge of trust
• Partnerships are the pathway out
• Going to do a better job at communication with our own people
• Affirmation that there is incredible value here and change can/will happen
• Feel affirmed that my organization shouldn’t just be listening, but be a part of the 

conversation
• Importance of a strong ecosystem; understanding everyone’s areas of expertise
• Our challenges are similar, so partnerships to fill in the gaps are key
• There is a wealth of knowledge available that can help us create a longer-term 

plan



Next Steps

Jackson Spalding
• Share RRTX event notes and photos

Good360
• Share contacts and roles document

OneStar Foundation
• Establish a follow-up communication strategy 

Good360/AHAH/OneStar Foundation
• Complete the Nonprofit Pledge and share
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